Abstract 1 Introduction
One of the most intriguing problems concerning search structures in computational geometry is the following: Given n points in a d-dimensional Euclidean space (the database), preprocess the points so that queries of the form -find in the database ihe closest point to location I" can be answered quickly. More generally, we can define this nearest neighbor search (NNS) problem in any vector space, and with any metric (or even with a non-metric distance function).
Recently, theoretical research into this problem gained some momentum, inspired in part by applications to multimedia information retrieval and data mining [42, 16, 40, 22, 27, 43, 6, 211. Trivially, one solution to the problem is to store the raw data, and in response to a query, to compute the distance from the query to each of the n points. Typically, as in the Euclidean case, this would take O(nd) storage and O(nd) search time. On the other extreme? if the set of possible queries is finite (e.g., in the Rammmg cube), one can store the answer to each possible query in a dictionary keyed by the query. In the Hamming cube (as a typical caw), this requires exp(d) storage, but merely O(d) search time. Thus, the challenge is to find a solution enjoying the good aspects of both trivial solutions; that is? storage polynomial (preferably linear) in nd (the swe of the data set and search time polynomial (again preferably linear b tn d (the size of the query). This problem is non-trivial in the range' logn<d<nr, for all n > 0. (In non-discrete spaces, such as the Euclidean case, even smaller values of d are challenging and for small d we might rephrase the challenge to allow search time polynomial, preferably linear, in d + logn.)
To date, no such solution is known for arbitrary n and d in any reasonable setting (such as Euclidean space, or the Hamming cube). The common "wisdom" among researchers is that simultaneously getting poly(nd) storage and poly(d) search time is impossible. Moreover, it has been conjectured that either storage or search time must grow exponentially in d (at least for certain values of n), This conjecture is known as the curse of dimensionality [15] . Consequently, much of the present research emphasizes some restriction of the problem, such as considering "typical inputs", or approximate solutions.
Our results.
This paper aims at providing some more persuasive evidence for the curse of dimensionality in a combinatorial setting. We examine NNS in the context of the cell probe model [45] . In the cell probe model, the database is stored in a data structure consisting of m memory cells! each containing b bits. A query is answered by prokIng in sequence t cells (the address of each cell may be a function of the query and of the contents of previously probed cells). We exploit the connection between asymmetric communication complexity and the cell probe model [37] to derive tradeoffs between the size m of the data structure and the number t .b of bits retrieved.
Specifically, consider the d-dimensional Hamming cube Cd = {0, IId. We analyze the communication ganwbetween Alice, who gets a query II E Cd, and Bob, who gets a database D E C; (think of D as a set of n points in Cd). They have to output one iff the minimum Hamming distance from 4 to a point in D is at most X, and otherwise they have to output zero. The threshold X E {0, 1,2, , d} is a tied parameter of the communication game. Notice that the function that Alice and Bob have to compute is a decision version of NNS. We refer to it as the X-neighbor problem. Clearly, the NNS problem is at least as hard as the X-neighbor problem. We show that if there is a randomized twoeided error protocol2 to compute the X-neighbor problem where Alice sends a bits and Bob sends b bits, then either a = Q(lognlogd) or b = Cl(r~-~), for every c > 0. We derive these bounds using the general richness technique developed in [39] . As we show, a direct application of this method to the X-neighbor problem appears to be impossible. Our main conceptual contribution is a way to restrict the instances to a subset with a nicely structured communication matrix. We achieve the restriction by considering a different well studied search problem of significant importance in its own right. In the exact partial match problem, the database consists of n points in the Hamming cube Cd. A query has O-l values assigned to some of the codrdinates. The other coordinates are. don't cares. In reply, we must check if the query matches one of the points in the database, comparing positions with assigned O-1 values only. (Notice that the implicit distance function here is not a metric.) We show an easy reduction from the exact partial match problem to the &neighbor problem. for some value of X. The reduction Droduces restricted instances of the X-neighbor problem. We then proceed to show lower bounds for the communication complexity of exact partial match. We have to further restrict the instances to allow for the application of the richness technique.
The bounds on communication complexity imply lower bounds on exact partial match and on NNS in the Hamming cube. By a simple reduction, we also get similar results for instances of points in $ (IRd with distances measured by the L, norm), for every 1 5 p < 00. We show that if a nearest neighbor query is answered in a constant number of probes t, then we either need superpolynomial storage (2"@g""gd) cells), or else we need to retrieve nearly-linear O(n'-0 bits from the database. These lower bounds stand in contrast with recent positive results on approximate search (see below). Alternatively, if we restrict ourselves to cells of size poly(d), then a polynomial number of cells is unattainable unless the number of rounds t = Q(logd). This improves upon the n(&@') randomized twwsided error lower bound claimed in [39] for the "notoriously difficult" partial match problem. (Our definition of the exact partial match problem differs from the partial match problem defined in [39] . However, a d-dimensional instance of our problem can be easily embedded into a 2d dimensional instance of their problem so that our O(logd) lower bound does apply to their problem as well.) We note in passing that deriving strong lower bound tradeoffs in the unrestricted cell probe model is a well-recognized and fundamental open problem (see below).
Related work. There is an extensive body of research concerning nearest neighbor problems for small dimensional (e.g. 2 and 3) Euclidean space (se; for example the text by de Berg et al [9] ). Dobkin and Lipton's seminal paper [17] marks the beginning of work on the Euclidean case of arbitrary dimension. They achieve a discretization of the problem, so that (super-) exponential storage can be used to answer queries quickly. Dobkin and Lipton use 0 (n""") storage to allow O(Plogn) search time. Clarkson [14] improves the storage requirement to 0 (n(1+6)rd/21), paying dOcd) log n search time. Improvements by Yao and Yao [46] In the approzimate nearest neighbor search (approximate NNS) problem, a query is answered by finding a database point whose distance from the query is within a factor of (l+ E) of the distance to the closest database 3Mvleiser considers the more general problem of point location in arrangements of hyperplmes and obtains the storage bound 0 (VI"+&) where n is the number of hyperplanes. The nearest neighbor problem with n date points is easily transformed into this general problem by considering the (';) byperplanes constructed by bisecting each pair of data points.
point. Usually, the parameter E is fixed in the preprocessing phase. (To avoid confusion, we refer to the version of the problem requiring an exact answer as the ezacl NNS problem.) For approximate NNS in Euclidean space, Arya and Mount [3] give O(l/~)~logn search time using O(l/~)'n storage. Clarkson [15] improves the dependence on E to (l/~)(~-')/~. Arya, Mount, Netanyahu, Silverman, and Wu [4] give O((d/&)d logn) search time using O(n logn) storage (the pre-processing does not depend on E). In comparison with exact search, these results have better storage requirements.
Still, their search time is better than the trivial O(nd) for small d only (as are the results for exact search excluding M&a's).
Kleinberg [31] gives O(n+dlog3 n)/&* search time using nd logo(') n/c2 storage, thus providing asymptotic improvement over the trivial search time for all (non constant) d using polynomial storage. Another algo rithm of Kleinberg (in the same paper) gives da log'(') n/e search time using O(nlogd/~')'~ storage. This is better than Meiser's exact search time, using similar storage. Indyk and Motwani [30] give improved bounds of dlog*(') n search time using 0(1/c)% logo(') n storage. Their result extends to any L, norm. They also show that for 1 < p < 2, polynomial (nd)"('/'l) storage can be used to answer correctly most queries in time d logo(') n/~*. Independent of [30] , Kushilevitz, Ostrcvsky, and Rabani [33] give dZlog0(1)n/&2 search time (for all queries) using (nd) 0(1lr') storage. Their result holds for the L1 norm too (in particular for the cube, with somewhat better bounds). With the exception of the first algorithm of Indyk and Motwani [30] (which is still exponential in d for small E), all of these approximate NNS algorithms are randomized algorithms. Of related interest are results on approximate NNS for a large E by Bern [lo] and Chan [12] (for Euclidean space), and by Indyk [29] (for the L, norm).
Thus, approximate NNS does not suffer from the curse of dimensionality, at least not from the point of view of randomized algorithms and asymptotic bounds for fixed E. In fact, most of the results mentioned above can be stated in terms of the cell probe model, using a small number of probes. For example, a X-neighbor version of the algorithm of Kushilevitz et al. [33] for the cube can be implemented as a randomized twwsided error one round cell probe algorithm with n"(l/r') cells, each containing one bit4. Using several such structures (for different distances) an approximate NNS implementation takes O(loglogd) rounds (using binary search on a geometric progression of Xs). Therefore, the lower hounds in this paper provide some evidence that in high dimension, exact NNS is indeed far more difficult than approximate NNS.
It is easy to see that the exact full match prob-'Using d bits per cell, it is possible to derive a one-sided error implementation.
lem (equivalent to O-neighbor) also does not suffer the curse of dimensionality. Indeed, one can preprocess the database by using a perfect hashing function thereby permitting a query search to be performed in one table lookup. Alternatively, one can arrange the database in a d-depth, n-leaf tree and then perform the query search by a simple search of the tree in time O(d). We do not know of any analogous results for the partial match problem.
However, to the best of our knowledge, lower bounds for exact NNS (or the partial match query problem) in high dimensions do not seem sufficiently "convincing" to justify the curse of dimensionality conjecture. That is, either the models with respect to which lower bounds have been established seem quite restricted or the bounds are quite weak. One nice example of a well structured model (for both dynamic and static data structure problems) is Fredman's [23, 24, 25] semi-group model. The model is designed for searching problems .2 (e.g., range queries) in which a semi-group value is associated with each data point and one wants to retrieve the semi-group sum of all data points in wxne specified set (e.g., satisfying a partial match or more generally satisfying a range query). The static model allows pre-processing of sums of arbitrary subsets of database points and Fredman derives strong lower bound trade offs between memory sets) and search time 6
the number of pre-computed sub-(the number of semi-group additions on these precomputed subsets). While this model can be used for decision problems (by letting the semigroup be the Boolean values under the operation of logical OR) the model is clearly restrictive in the limited way information can be obtained from the data structure.
In the setting of real Euclidean space (i.e., lRd with the usual Lz metric), an appropriate model is the algebraic computation tree (or the closely related algebraic decision tree). Simply stated for real valued inputs, one can compute and test the signs of polynomials of these inputs. The complexity of such an algebraic computation tree is usually taken as the number of multiplications and tests. The algebraic computation model was first introduced by Ben-Or [S] (having been preceded by the algebraic decision tree model where one only counts tests but then restricts the degree of the polynomials allowed). Following a substantial chain of papers, Grigoriev [26] proves a randomized lower bound to determine membership in a polyhedron, the lower bound being (roughly speaking) the logarithm of the number of faces. Since there are instances of n data points I~, , z, in lRd which give rise to a Voronoi diagram with nrd/'l faces, we can apply the polyhedron lower hound to derive an R(dlogn) randomized alge braic computation tree lower bound for deciding if a given query p E Rd is closest to a given data point zi.
Computation tree models do not reflect storage usage and indeed this lower bound holds independent of the storage allowed and hence the bound provides a somewhat matching counter-part to the d5 log n upper bound of Meiser. In the context of our paper, we note that the model does not allow modular operations (thereby precluding certain hashing functions), and the analysis used for the Grigoriev lower bound is not applicable for the case of finite domains such as the Hamming cube.
A model which does capture hashing and more combinatorial settings is introduced in Rivet [41] and further developed in Dolev, Harari and Parnas (181 and Dolev, Harari, Linial, Nisan and Parnas [19] . Rivest studies the all partial match problem and D&v et al. study the al/ X-neighbor problem where for each problem all database points satisfying the query must be found. In this model, each database point is hashed to a bucket and interesting tradeoffs are established between the number of buckets containing database points satisfying the query and the maximum size of a bucket. Another lower bound is by Indyk [29] . He shows a lower bound for approximate NNS under the L, norm in the indexing model of Hellerstein, Koutsoupias, and Papadimitriou [28] . The indexing model tries to capture the cost of using external memory devices for large data sets, and appears to be computationally more restricted than the cell probe model. Indyk shows that the superset query problem of Hellerstein et al. reduces to (l+&)-approximate NNS under the L, norm, for any E < 1. The lower bound that Hellerstein et al. give for superset query is weak, unless the storage redundancy is quite small. This does not seem to pose serious thee retical restriction on a solution, though it may address important considerations in practice.
The cell probe model was formulated by Yao [45] . It is considered as the most general data structure model for proving lower bounds. Ajtai [2] and Xiao [44] obtain further lower bounds in this model. Miltersen [36, 37, 381 pioneered the connection between the cell probe model and asymmetric communication complexity. Miltersen, Nisan, Safra, and Wigderson [39] provide general methods for proving lower bounds for asymmetric communication complexity, including the richness technique used here. For more information on communication complexity, see the book by Kushilevitz and Nisan [32] . As Miltersen et al. observe, communication complexity cannot prove strong lower bounds for the cell probe model without restrictions (say on the number of rounds). Furthermore, they observe that lower bounds for the general cell probe model imply time-space tradeoffs for branching programs, one of the notoriously difficult problems in computational complexity. For the best lower bound on branching programs to date, and additional references, see Beame, Saks, and Thathachar [5] .
As mentioned above Rivest [41] analyses hashing based algorithms for partial match. (See Bentley and Sedgewick [7] for a more recent historical account.) Rivest conjectures that any O(nd)-sized data structure would require fi(r~'-'/~) time to search, where s is the number of exposed coordin&a6 Also as mentioned above, using a round eliminalion technique, Miltersen et al. [39] claim a lower bound of 0(-on the number of probes required to find a partial match in the cell probe model with (nd)"(*) cells, each containing poly(d) bits. We improve this bound to Q(logd).
Moreover, for the corresponding communication problem our lower bounds are on the total number of bits transmitted by either side, irrespective of the number of rounds.
Independent of (and complimentary to) our work, Chakrabarti, Chazelle, Gum and Lvov [ll] 
In the exact partial match problem, the database consists of n vectors Y', vz, ., Y" in Cd, and a query is a vector in 2, = {0, 1, *Id. A query p matches a vector u E Cd iff for all j E {1,2,.
, d}, either nj = * or qj = uj. A query 9 matches the database iff there exists i E { 1,2,. _, n} such that p matches ui. We say that the coordinates j for which qj # * are exposed in 9. We also refer to any j such that qj = li as a don't care coordinate, or simply as a don't care. For simplicity, we assume that n is a power of 2 (thus logn is an integer).
We wish to derive asymptotic tradeoffs for the exact partial match problem in the cell probe model. Thus we consider an infinite sequence of problems for all values of n, each of dimension d = d(n). We assume that for all e > 0, d E w(log n) n o(n').
We consider the following restriction on the possible inputs: The set of possible databases includes all 2"'=! choices in C;.7 The set of possible queries is Qn,d = 19; Iii; qi # *II = log* + 1).
In words, the queries are restricted to have exactly log nS 1 exposed coordinates. Notice that the number of possible queries is exactly 2n = p(l"9" logd)
We use the Miltersen et al.
(391 richness technique to analyze the asymmetric communication game between Alice, who gets a query p E Qn,d, and Bob, who gets a database D E C;. They have to output one iff 4 "The Rivest conjecture was stated without my conditions on s but it seem reasonable to believe that the conjecture assumes that s is not very small (e.g. s is a constant) or very large (e.g. d -c, e a constant).
'That is, in order to simplify the analysis, we allow repetitions in the database. The results that follow would not change in any significant way if a database w+s defined to be n distinct vectors.
does
An [a, b] protocol for a communication problem is a protocol in which Alice sends at most a bits and Bob sends at most 6 We first present the proof for one-sided error protocols, We then extend the proof to handle two-sided error protocols. The latter is somewhat more involved, yet it builds on the ideas for the one-sided error case. Throughout this section c refers to the E as stated in the theorem.
For the sake of completeness, we review the Miltersen et al. [39] richness technique (for one-sided error protocols). We associate a communication matrix M The richness technique then is to show that a given communication problem is sufficiently rich yet does not contain large submatrices containing only l-entries. We are now ready to begin the proof of our main result. Proof.
Consider a probability distribution over Cd, with all points equally likely. For q E Qn,d, the probability that p matches a random vector from this distribution is &. Now consider a distribution over Ci, with all databases equally likely. This distribution is equivalent to taking n independent samples from the uniform distribution over Cd. Thus, the probability that p does not match a random database from this distribution is If, however, less than i of the columns (databases) contain at least a fraction of 5 ones entries, then the fraction of ones entries in the communication matrix does not exceed $, a contradiction. n We say that two queries 4, g' E Qn,d are consistent if they agree on all coordinates which are exposed in both vectors. We say that p and q' are c-neighbors iff they are consistent and the number of coordinates which are exposed in both of them is at least clogn. The notion of c-neighbors is useful because of the following lemma. Lemma 4. If q,q' E Qn,d are not c-neighbors, then the fraction of vectors u E Cd such that both q and q' match v is at most &.
Proof.
If p and q' are not consistent, then by definition there is no vector that they both match. Otherwise, all of the coordinates that are exposed in both queries must have the same value in both. Furthermore: if both p and q' match a vector u> then for every j which is exposed in either p or q', uj must equal the exposed bit. The total number of different coordinates exposed in either q or q' is at least (2 -e) logn + 2. The lemma follows from computing the fraction of vectors with these bits fixed. We call a set I E Qn,d c-independent ii? for every 9, q' E I such that q # q', q and q' are not c-neighbors. We conclude from the above lemma Lemma 6. For every 6 such that 0 < 6 < c/2, there is u such that for every n > v) every R & Qn,d of cardinality at least (,,,~+,)'-"
contains an c-independent subset ind(R) of cardinality nlSr.
Proof.
Let n be sufficiently large so that Lemma 5 holds for 6, and (,,,d,+l )'-" 2 nl-'. Consider the graph whose nodes are the elements of R, and a pair of nodes is an edge iff its endpoints are c-neighbors. By Lemma5, the maximumdegree in this graph is less than ( Iogdn+lY-c+6. Therefore, it has an c-independent set of size at least (,o~~+I)r-26 > n'-'. . Proof.
We examine the subset ind(R) of cardinality n'-' from Lemma 6. Consider a distribution over Cd, with all points equally likely. The probability that any q E ind(R) matches a random point from this distribution is exactly &. Let q, q' E ind(R), q # q'. By Lemma 4, the probability that both q and q' match a random point from this distribution is at most 1 Therefore, by the inclusion-exclusion principle, the4&g ability that a random point from the distribution is matched by at least one point in ind(R) is at least
Now, consider a distribution over C'j with all databases equally likely. The probability that none of the points in ind(R) match a random database from this distribution is at most (1 -3/8n')" < e-"1-'/4. .
Lemma 7 implies the following
Corollary 8. For every 6 such that 0 < 6 < e/2, there is v such that for every n > u, the communication matrix of ivw does not contain a (,,,d,+J-' x 2nd-n'v'14 one-monochromatic rectangle.
Otherwise, we have a set R C Qn,d with [RI 2 ( ,,,E+,)1-6, and ID(R)1 2 2"d-"'-'/4, in contradiction with Lemma 7. n We now can conclude the proof of Theorem 1 for one-sided errors by applying the richness Lemma 2.
It remains to show how to extend this proof to the case of two-sided error. Miltersen et al. [39] prove a second form of the richness lemma which makes it possible to prove lower bounds for randomized algorithms having twwided error. Essentially, instead of showing that evcry sufficiently large submatrix is not l-monochromatic, we now need to show that every sufficiently large submatrix has a constant fraction of zeros. We now indicate how to apply this form of the richness lemma to establish Theorem 1 for twosided error protocols.
Lemma 9. For every 6 such that 0 < 6 < ~12, there is v such that for every n > Y, every R c Qn,d of cardinality at least (,,,~+,)'-" can be partitioned into sets lo, II, Iz,
., ZZ such that the following hold:
1. Zo contains at most half of R; and, 2. for j = 1,2,. , f, IZ is an e-independent set with /Ii1 = 2n'-(, and 3. for all K > 0, f < 2"^,
Proof.
As long as at least half of R remains, repeatedly apply Lemma 6 to pick a set 1, with the desired properties, then wmove it from R. (To be more precise, we have to slightly modify Lemma 6 to make each Ij have size 2n'-' assuming R c Qn,d is of cardinality at leaa %og:+l )I-".) Now f is trivially smaller than the total number of queries. Thus, f < 2n(/+,) < 2"^, for all K > 0 recalling our assumption that d < n', for all K. . Consider a database chosen at random, all databases equally likely. We think of the database as being chosen in sequence, one point at a time, each point chosen independently of the others from a uniform distribution over Cd. Let 11, 22,  ., I, be the database points. Let MO, Ml, Mz, ., M,,L-. be the following subsets of I: MO = 0. Mi includes all of Mimi, and if any query p in I \ M;-, matches one of the database points +(+I)"~+~, ., zinc, then Mi also contains one (arbitrarily chosen) such matching query q; thus, lM+11 5 IMiI 5 IMi-ll+ 1. Let Xi = IMiI. We show that for all i, 0 5 i < nl-r, Pr[Xi+l > Xi] 2 1 -e-'14. For all i, iI\ M,I 1 n'-(. Therefore, by the proof of Lemma 7, the probability that a random database point is matched by one of the queries in I\Mi is at least 3/&z'. For n' random points we get that the probability that none of these points are matched by a query in I \ M, is (l-3/84"' 5 e-'14, for sufficiently large n. Proof.
Let n be sufficiently large, and let R x D be a rectangle satisfying the conditions of the theorem. By Lemma 9, at least half the queries in R can be partitioned into disjoint independent subsets 11, Iz, ., If, f < 2"^, for all n > 0 and for n sufficiently large. For any j, 1 5 j 5 f, the number of databases that match less than I& of the queries in 1, is at most 2nd-n'-'/3a~ by Lemma 10. Therefore, the number of databases that match less than & of the queries in any of the sets Ii is less than 2nd-n1-'/50+n" < 2"d-("'-'/loo)-l, for n sufficiently large and 0 < n <? -c. Thus, if we take all 2"d-"'~'~100 databases in D, at least half of them match at least & of the queries in every set Jj. The theorem follows b ecause the number of queries m these sets is at least half the total number of queries in R w Miltersen [37] shows that asymmetric communication complexity lower bounds can be used to derive lower bounds for the cell probe model. Specifically, if there is a deterministic (respectively, randomized) cell probe model solution to a "data structure" problem with parameters m (the number of cells), b (the maximum cell size) and t (the number of probes of the data structure), then there is a deterministic (respectively, randomized) asymmetric communication protocol for this problem with 2t rounds of communication9 in which Alice sends logm bits in each of her messages and Bob sends b hits in each of his messages. That is, Alice (respectively, Bob) sends a total of at most t log m bits (respectively, tb bits). Using Theorem 1 and the connection to the cell probe model, we get the following lower bounds for exact partial match in the cell probe model.
Theorem
12. Any randomized (twesided error) cell probe algorithm for the exact partial match problem that makes t probes, either uses 2"('0~"'"~d~') cells, or uses cells of size 0 (n'-'/t).
We point out two extremes of Theorem 12:
l If the cell size is do(') and the number of cells is polynomial (in n) then the algorithm must make Q(logd) probes.
l If the algorithm answers a query in a constant number of probes, then either it uses Z"('"g"'ogd) cells, or requires the processing of a cell containing Q (" I-,) bits.
Lower bounds corresponding to Theorems 1 and 12 can be obtained for the X-neighbor problem by applying the following reduction: Proof.
For I E &, define y = pa(Z) E C2d a4 fOllOWS. Fori~{l, 3, 5 ,..., 2d-1}, 1/,31i+1 = Now, define 'pi by applying the transformation $oa to each of the n points in D. Consider any point I E D, and its image I' E D'. Each don't care in q produces one mismatch between q' and z', regardless of the value of the corresponding coordinate in +. If q matches I, no additional mismatches are produced between q' and z'. Otherwise, there are at least two additional mismatches.
n Now, consider the r-neighbor problem in !g, 1 < p < 03, for 0 < r E IR. Analogous to its definition for the cube, this problem requires deciding whether or not the minimum distance between a query point and a database of n points is at most r. We have Theorem 14. For every p E R, 1 5 p < co, for every X E {0, 1, ?, , d}, there exists T E IFt, P > 0, such that exact partml match with queries in Q(d, A) reduces to the r-neighbor problem in ey.
For p = 1, the theorem follows from Theorem 13, as the points of CZ~ are a subset of RZd, and the Hamming distance is equivalent to the L1 dis tance for these points. For p > 1, the theorem follows from a monotonicity property of the L, norm on 'I& (viewed as a subset of lRzd): If w,z,y,z E CZd, then lb--zlI~ < Ilu-411 iffllw-zllp < Ilu-~llp, where ll.Ilp denotes the L, norm. (Notice that this monotonicity property does not hold for the L, norm.) n Finally, we mention some implications to other gee metric search problems: First, exact NNS in Euclidean space is a special case of point location in an arrangement of hyperplanes (with (3 hyperplanes, defining the Voronoi diagram). Therefore, our results imply lower bounds for point location.
Next, consider the cube Cd. Notice that the reduction in Theorem 13 proves a somewhat stronger claim than mentioned. It shows that exact partial match reduces to the problem of determining whether or not there is a database point at distance precisely X from the query. So, we get a lower bound for this problem as well (for the Hamming cube). Now, consider the cube as a subset of lRd (for simplicity, we'll use the vectors {+l}d here). The set of cube points at Hamming distance exactly X from a cube point v lies on the hyperplane + v = d-2X. Therefore, we get a lower bound for the problem of determining whether or not a query point z) lies on one of a collection of n hyperplanes (one hyperplane for each of the n database points). As Chazelle points out [13] , this problem can be viewed as a multidimensional generalization of the dictionary problem. The dictionary problem can be stated as follows: In the one-dimensional real line, we have a database of hyperplanes (zerwdimensional flats, i.e. points, in this case), queries are points, and the answer to a query is whether or not it is contained in the database. The problem can be solved in O(1) probes per query via hashing. Our lower bounds show that a similar result for the multidimensional generalization is impossible. (Erickson [20] proves lower bounds on the related Hopcrofl's problem of deciding for a set of points and a set of hyperplanes whether or not there is a point that lies on one of the hyperplanes. This is not considered as a data structure problem, and the bounds are on the computation time as a function of the number n of points and the number m of hyperplanes.) Last, consider a geometric interpretation of exact partial match. The database points are vectors in Cd (viewed either as vectors in Z$, or as vectors in lRd), The query is an affine subspace of cd (in either view), defined by the linear equations zi = pi for all i such that pi # t. For definiteness, assume that this subspace is given by an orthogonal basis plus a shift -this representation can be computed easily from a partial match query. Thus we have lower bounds for the problem of determining whether or not a query affine subspace contains at least one database point. (Miltersen et al. give rather strong lower bounds for the SPAN problem of determining whether or not a linear subspace contains a query point.)
Limitations of the Method
In this section we explain why the richness technique does not appear to provide stronger lower bounds. Of course, other methods may provide stronger bounds than the ones derived here.
First, we consider why we cannot apply the richnes6 technique directly to the the exact NNS problem, or, more precisely, the X-neighbor decision problem.'O (The hardest case seems to be to distinguish between a distance of at most i and a distance of at least $ + 1.) Let &(A) denote the Hamming ball of radius A around the all-zeros vector Od E Cd.
Claim 15. For every X E {O,l,.
.,d}, the communication matrix for the X-neighbor problem contains a l-monochromatic rectangle of size lEd(X)I x 2"d-d.
Before we prove this claim, we point out its consequence. In the X-neighbor problem, each database is close enough to at most n I&(X)1 queries. Thus, the problem cannot be richer than [n lEd(X)I , 2"d], Therefore, the best lower bound we can hope to prove this way is the very weak conclusion: Either the query side sends R(logn) bits or the database side sends R(d) bits. Proof of Claim 15.
Take all the queries in &(A), If Od is contained in the database then it produces a value of 1 with all these queries. If we pick a database at random all databases equally likely, the database contains Od with probability more than 2md. . Next in order to obtain better lower bounds we consider the natural idea of restricting exact partial match "By "directly" we mean that we do not restrict the set of queries. Using the richness technique it seems possible to directly prove one-sided error lower bounds for the complement problem (and hence deterministic lower bounds for the NNS problem). Note that these bounds do not imply lower bounds for the partial match problem. This will appear in the full version of the paper. The claim here shows that these bounds cannot be extended to randomiaed twc-sided error protocols.
to instances with fewer don't cares. The hardest case seems to be when queries have exactly i don't cares. In this case NPM is extremely rich. Almost all entries in the communication matrix are one. However, perhaps not surprisingly, we have the following:" Claim 16. The communication matrix for NPM restricted to queries with exactly $ don't cares contains a l-monochromatic rectangle ofsize n-2(&)2d/2~e-'2"d.
The consequence here is obvious. The total number of possible queries is (&,)2d/2.
Thus, the best lower bound we can prove by the richness technique is the rather pathetic "either the query sends R(logn) bits or the database sends O(l) bits". Proof of Claim 16.
Take the set of queries to be all possible queries with $ don't cares, and the first k bits fixed as zeros (k to be determined shortly). The number of such queries is
The number of cube points matched by at least one query is exactly 2d-". Therefore, the number of databases that are not matched by any query is Now, take k = logn.
n Returning to the case of logn + 1 exposed bits, is it possible to improve upon the proven bounds? If all passible queries are enumerated in some predefined order, the database can store the answer to all possible queries and the query player can then simply send the index of the query using O(lognlogd) bits (and the database player responds with the correct answer using one bit). Hence the bound on the query player is optimal. .Finally, we ask if we can improve our lower bound on the database side to n(n)? The following claim shows that our analysis cannot be improved significantly.
Claim 17. For every integer c, there is v > 0 such that for every n 2 V, the communication matrix of NPM restricted to queries from Qn,d contains a l-monochromatic rectangle of size 2-C('o~d+')lQ,,+l x 2nd-"'ogc/2c.
Proof.
We may assume that n is sufficiently large so that logn > c. Take all queries in Qn,d with the first c bits fixed as zeros. The number of such queries is
The number of cube points matched by at least one of these queries is Zd-'. Therefore, the number of databases not matched by any of these queries is
